
Introduction 

for people from the West, it is very difficult to imagine 

that the meaning of modernity has been important 

for the Chinese, yet Chinese intellectuals have 

debated it, intensely, for more than a hundred years. 

Even at the dawn of the nvcnty-first century, amid 
rapid globalization, "modern" (xiandai) is still the 

preferred term, as is evident in phrases like "modern 

fashion" (xiandai shishm1g), "modern metropolis" 

(xiandai dushi), "modern style" (xiandai fengmao), 

and "modern design" (xiandai sheji). Of course, these 
designations all refer to the present moment of their 

utterance, and not ro the modern era of Eu rope and 

the United States since the late eighteenth century, or 
to the time and taste of Western artistic modernism. 

Meanwhile, contemporary Chinese also 

very frequently use the term "contemporaneity" 
(dangdaixi11g) as a synonym for "modernity." When 

we speak about Chinese contemporary arr, the word 

"contemporary" refers to the past three decades of 

new artistic production, the years since the end of 

the Cultural Revolution in 1976. When we speak 

of the "contemporaneity" of Chinese contemporary 
art, however, we arc referring to the special markers 

that tie this art co the particular social and cultural 

environment of a specific period, or what modern 

Chinese call shidai jingshen, or "spirit of an epoch." 

In the indigenous Chinese context, this "spirit of an 

epoch" has often been regarded as the equivalent of 
"modernity" (xia11daixi11g) in the narrative of modern 
Chinese history. 

'(his "modernity" should not be confused 

with "modernity" in the Euro-American sense of 

a marker of temporal logic (as part of a sequence 

from premodern to modern and then postmodern). 

Rather, it refers particularly to a specific time and a 
concrete space, and to the value choices of society 

at that time. '[his sense of the word had already 

emerged in the beginning of Chinese modern 

history, at the turn of the twentieth century. Since 

then, the consciousness of Chinese modernity has 

been determined by the condition of the nation. In 
my 1998 essay "'Iowa rd a 'l,·ansnational Modernity," 

I put it this way: 'Tor the Chinese, modem has meant 

a new nation rather than a new epoch. Thus, Chinese 

modernity is a consciousness of both transcendent 

time and reconstructed space with a clear national, 

cultural and political territorial boundary." 1 

In this introduction, I will first distinguish 

Chinese modernity from its Western referential 

origin, and argue that the fundamental characteristic 

of Chinese modernity can be interpreted as a 

permanent condition of contemporaneity, driven by 
a kind of empiricism, throughout modern Chinese 

history. In the second part, I will discuss how Chinese 

modernity has shaped the horizon of contemporary 

Chinese avam-garde art, locating it within a particular 

spatial perspective and experience. '[hroughout the 

discussion I will show that recognition of dislocation 
and displacement-in the sense of a merging of art 

and society by complex negotiations between various 

spaces-can be seen as an embodiment of the mixture 

of consciousness with imagination and cognition, as 

well as specific and concrete experiences of the avant

garde arrisrs. '[his notion of "space" is essential for an 
understanding of Chinese modernity and the avant

garde in contemporary art. 

Total Modernity in the Form of a Trinity 

How can we distinguish Chinese modernity from 
Western modernity, which has inAucnced Chinese 

art since the early twentieth century? The difficulty, in 
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real culcural praxis, is that what we call the "essence" 

of Chinese modernity and the Western concept of 

modernity arc, in fact, bound in a tension ofacccprancc 

and resistance, as well as a relation of dislocation. 

·1 his difficulty, however, should not prevent us from 

searching for a closer narrative of Chinese modernity 

as differentiated from che Western concept. On che 

theoretical level, the best way to discover the "essence," 

or an accurate narrative of Chinese modernity, is to 

compare what is considered as modernity in the 

Chinese context with the contemporary theory of 

Western modernity. 

As I understand it, there arc two guiding 

principles in the \Xlcstcrn theory of modernity. first, 

"modernity" is abour a historical rime and epoch, 

as Ji.irgen Habermas indicates.' It divides human 

history into prelllodern, lllodern, and postmodern 

epochs. Concepts such as "traditional" and "modern" 

are discursive structures that originated in the West 

during its period of modernization, where they were 

associated with "backwardness" and "progress," 

respectively. Using these categories, che history 

and arr of'[ hird \Xlorld countries has been judged 

against the principle of Euro-American modernity 

and reduced to either old or new, past or future. 

As a resulc, negative judgments on modern and 

contemporary non-Western lireracure and arr, based 

on this inequitable dichotomy, are ubiquitous in 

studies of these fields. 1 

1l1e second principle is the theory of the cwo 

opposite modernities, which is based on a further 

dichotomy, chat is, aesthetic modernity as sec against 

rhc: materialistic modc:rniry of bourgeois socic:ty. 

"[his, too, is described by Haberrnas, and elaborated 

by Peter Bi.irger, Macei Calinescu, and ocher 

scholars.' In Euro-American modern arc history, 

aesthetic modernity often appears as a manifestation 

of the criticism of the materialized modernity of 

capita! ist society. ·1 he critical tendency of aesthetic 

modernity, however. can either move toward a pure 

aeschecicizing material culture-what one may call 

"autonomous aesrhericism," such as rhe formalism 

chat the critic Clement Greenberg advocated-or it 

may move coward a critical. conceptualized material 

culture-what we may call "critical aestheticism,'' as 

embodied in the legacy of Marcel Duchamp and the 

concepcual arr of the 1970s and 1980s. rurchermore, 

2 lntroc uctio:1 

chis splir between two modernities is commonly 

recognized as a result of rhe original project of cultural 

modernization, which emerged during rhc french 

Enlightenment in the form of three autonomous 

spheres: science, morality, and arc.' 

·1 hcse rwo principles have effectively shaped 

\X/esrern arr hisrory. 'I hey nor only describe a logical 

progrc:ss of the: historical line: of Euro-Amc:rican arr 

history, bur also fit rhe socioeconomic contexts of 

the transitional age from the early to the late modern 

period. ·1 he dichotomy-based theory of modernity in 

a capicalisc culrure has been adopted as an aesthetic 

foundation by revolutionary anises and critics during 

different periods: thus Baudelaire's consciousness 

of modern life in romanticism; Adorno and 

Horkheimer's theory of arr's negarivity relative to an 

all-pervasive cultural industry; Greenberg's aesrheric 

formalism; the councerinsriwrional inquiry launched 

by concepwal arr; the merging and confrontation of 

high and low cul cure in pop arr; and the postmodern isc 

theories of the cultural logic of lace capitalist society 

advanced by rredric Jameson and other scholars. 

·1 he model of periodization natural to Euro

American modernity may not fit the experience 

of mosr non-Western countries, and in particular 

'lhird World societies, which lack a clear hisrorical 

line of progression from premodcrn ro modern and 

postmodern. On the contrary, "lhird World societies 

have been obliged to merge characteristics of all these 

periods, adopting chem in hybrid forms, and often 

using incompatible elements ac rhc same rime. ·1hcsc 

processes may also have been experienced differently 

in diffc:rrnt nations, and shapc:d according co local 

priorities. In some societies, such as in China, 

modernization has lasred for a century; in ochers, such 

as in Malaysia, the term applies to only a Few decades. 

'lhird World counrries, therefore, have experienced 

modernity more through changes in their social 

environmems and political spaces chan ch rough more 

abstract notions of time and epoch. Although certain 

terms, such ::is "new" and ''modern," have repe::iredly 

been used ro discuss culrural phenomena in rhese 

regions, they rend ro refer ro the pursuit of ::i certain 

ideal environmentwirhin ::i Western referenti::il model. 

In chis situation, rime and epoch arc more Acxiblc. In 

terms of rhe Euro-American epochal sequence, they 

can appear in reverse order. "[hey are always ready to 
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be meraphori1ed along with the shaping of a specific 

social space at a particular rime. 

After the Culwral Revolution, for instance, when 

Chinese cicy construction began to reach its first 

phase of modernization, debate in rhe architectural 

field was not about modernism, bur rather about 

postmodernism. Since the I 990s, however, due 

above all to rapid urbanization, these debates have 

shifted their attention to theories and controYersies 

about modernity and modernism. ln the former case, 

in a society suddenly opened up to rhe inAuence of 

Western contemporary theory, postmodernity was 

considered mostly as a set of concepts that served 

as the first step in a search for moderni ry. 1' l n the 

latter case, modernity is being specified and merged 

into a true condition of Chinese urban construction 

in rhe current booming, globalized society. "lhis 

sequence-reversed epochal terminology suggests 

that the consciousness of time in China might 

always have been determined by the experience of 

a specific physical space and social environment. It 

is this experience that has made the consciousness 

of modernity in China, and perhaps in other 1hird 

World countries as well, more specific, empiricist, 

heightened, and thus problematic compared to 

the Euro-American historical chronology outlined 

above. 

Rather than instiwtingasplit berwccn thcdifferent 

autonomous spheres-religion, politics, moraliry, 

and arr-the mainstream of Chinese intcllccrual 

thinking in the modern and contemporary period 

tends to try to close the gap between different fields 

as well as between past and present. for instance, Cai 

Yuanpei ( 1868-1940), an influential educator and 

philosopher of modern Chinese history, in his famous 

1917 lecture "Replace Religion wirh hne Arr," 

adYocared that aesthetics and arr practice were equal 

in rncial importance to religion and commitment to 

moraliry.~ Chinese modern and conrcmporary arr is 
fundamentally concerned wich how to incegrare art 

and social projects, and how to fuse che benefits of 

a modern environment with a deeper understanding 

of current living space, in order ro crcarc a toraliry: 

a roraliry char can merge culture, aesrherics, and life 

as a whole. 

·1 he consciousness of modernity in China, 

therefore, has long been framed within wh;u I call 

Introduction 

the project of "coral modernity." ·1 his was. perhaps, 

bcsr elaborated in rhe rhcory of Hu Shi, a leading 

figure of rhc New Culrural Movement of rhc early 

cwcncieth century, who t:ransformed the principles of 

carly-rwenrieth-cenrury American pragmatism into 

the Chinese cultural contexc and combined rhem 

with traditional Confucian pragmatism. lnAucnccd 

by Darwin's theory of "the survival of che fittest," Hu 

Shi once defined his new pragmatism as a principle of 

seeking rruth in modern society. He noced, however, 

chat: "rhc truth is norhing more than a rool for dealing 

with the environment. As the environment changes, 

the truth changes with it. 'Jhe real knowledge needed 

by humanity is nor absolute principle and reason. 

but rather particular time, specific space, and che 

rrut:h of mine.'"> 

We could legitimately rake Hu's notion of 

"particular time, specific space, and the truth of 

mine" as rhe principle of Chinese modernity in 

the form of a trinity, one that breaks down and 

transcends the dichotomy formation of Western 

modernity. ·1his trinity, qua trinity, also subverts 

dichoromous thoughc patterns, such as subject versus 

object and time versus space, emphasizing instead 

a network of forever-changing relations between 

human subjectivity, living space, and experience. 

Furrhcrmore, this rnn,ry principle docs nor 

attempt to become a philosophical framework on a 

meraphysical level; rather, it is robe embodied in rhe 

experience of daily practice. That is to say, considered 

wirhin the perspective of daily environment: and a 

person's choice of truth and value, time is always a 

particular moment (not a line:1r, hisrorical construct), 

and space is always ongoing, mutable, and actual. 

1his pragmatic principle of daily experience is well 

illustrated in a socialist cxtrcmicy by Deng Xiaoping's 

fomous sayings, such as "Cross the river by jumping 

from stone to stone on the riverbed" (111ozhe shitou 

gnohe) and "Whire car, black car, as lot)g as ir carchcs 

mice, it is a good cat" (bamao heimao, zhuazlm haozi 

ji11shi haomao). Both arc mct:aphors of "socialism 

wirh Chinese characteristics," which was rhe 

guiding principle of economic reform initiated in 

1978. Perhaps rhcse perceptions can also be seen as 

illustrations of I lu Sh i's trinity theory of modern icy. 

'[his principle of modernity has been adopted in 

Chinese political and cultural projects throughout 
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modern and contemporary history. Although history 

and arr in China have changed rapidly since the early 

twentieth century, this heritage of pragmatism has 

consistently influenced contemporary Chinese art, 

including the avant-garde projects of the lase three 

decades. 

Ir is this coral modernity with its trinity principle 

char forms the foundation of the Chinese avant

garde aeschetie, an aescheric chat cannot be separated 

from che political sphere. ·1 he political sphere, 

likewise, cannot be split from the :iestheric. Av:int

garde aesrheric and avam-garde ideology have been 

embodied by a roral spatial experience in which the 

consciousness of time ultimately serves space. 

Ir is chis meal modernity that has established 

a permanent condition of "contemporaneity" 

as the Chinese model of "modernity." Ry being 

overwhelmingly concerned with space and 

environment during the last three decades, Chinese 

contemporary arc has truly evidenced che principle 

of roral modernity. "lhe consciousness of space in 

Chinese contemporary arr, I have claimed, has 

been driven by a kind of empiricism embedded 

in the experience of location and dislocation and 

che placement and displacement of various spacial 

references, rather rhan simply by dichoromies such 

as incernal versus external, local versus imernational, 

import versus expo re, and so forch. In the second pare 

of this introduction. I will develop my argument by 

discussing some specific arc phenomena, such as che 

Chinese::ivant-garde, urb:inspecracle, maximal ism-a 

kind of "abstract" :ire-and Chinese women's arr as 

examples of these changes. 

Avant•Garde Space 

Although rhe avant-garde as an energizing force in 

\Vesrern arc died during the 1970s, and the concept 

of avanr-gardism fell into disrepute (not least among 
artists), it has subscqucnrly flourished in China. 'lhis 

is one reason why the Chinese a\·anr-garde needs to 

be discussed from rhe perspecrive of Chinese social 

and artistic space, where a specific, local avant-garde 

consciousness has been embodied, rather than from 

the viewpoint of the Western ideology of modernism 

and its material culture. Ir is the attempts by 

Chinese artists ro close rhe gulf between arr and real 

4 lntroc uctio:1 

space, rather rhan merely represenr consciousness 

in materialized aesthetic space (for example, in 

artworks), char establishes a fundamental difference 

between Chinese avant-garde activity and its Euro

J\merican counterpart. 

In rhe past rluee decades, the space for Chinese 

avant-garde arr has undergone a tremendous 

transformation. 111 The initial loosening of ideological 

raboos ar rhe end of rhe 1970s, the cultural 

expansion of the 1980s, and the economic and 

market glohali1.:1tion since the 1990s h:ive all exerted 

influences on rhe space for Chinese avanr-garde arr. 

The "space" in question refer~ not only to exhibition 

space bur also co the space for arr production, 

including anises' smdios, as well as to concepmal 

space in rhe form of interaction among arrisrs and 

between arrisrs and their audiences. J\s such, rhc 

rapid economic and poliric1I changes in rhe la~r 

duce decades saw a correspondingly rapid change in 

Chinese avant-garde space from rhe 1970s painting 

society (/m11h11i), ro the 1980s arr group (q1m1i), co 

the 1990s artists' village (h1111ji1mm), and finally to 

the art district (yishuqu), which has emerged in big 

cities from late 1990s to the present. 

Moreover, the space of the Chinese avant-garde 

refers nor only to rhe occupation of working spaces 

by anises, bur also ro rhe conceptual space deli neared 

by the political, academic, and commercial systems. 

To examine the space for Chinese avant-garde 

arr practice is ro explore nor only che avant-garde 

ideology, bur also its aesthetic. 

for instance, during rhe Culrural Revolution, 

the No Name, a self-organized avam-garde group, 

wem imo self-exile from political life by portraying a 

utopian world in their landscape life drnwings. ·1heir 

impressionist/tr:idition:il literati style, in p:irticular 

drawing on rradirional landscape painring, combined 

with their claim of "arr for art's sake," has apparently 

nothing to do wich chc acschctic autonomy porcraycd 
by rhe Western avant-garde as a mode of rebellion 

:igainsr bourgeois society. lhrher, rhe existence of 

their "pure arr" was in itself a political phenomenon 

during the Cultural Revolution. 11 ·11,e ocher example 

is apartment arr, which emerged in rhe first half of the 

1990s and demonstrated an aesthetic of randomness 

and simplicity in the form of small-scale installations 

commonly made of domestic materials. 'I his daily-
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life, experiential arr practice reveals an avanr-garde 

ideology in irs response ro rhe parricular social space 

of rhe early 1990s, when rhe avanr-garde rcrrearcd 

from public space ro domestic space under political 

pressure from rhe aurhoriries, on rhe one hand, and 

polirical pop and cynical realism became popular in 

rhe inrernarional marker and museum space, on rhe 

ocher. ·1 herefore, the aesthetic of apartment art can be 

seen as a social critique against borh the authorities 

and the corrupted avanr-garde itself. 

"lhe developmenr of Chinese avant-garde arr 

has been linked to rhe political climate from rhe 

very scan. Art sµaces were rransformed inro µolirical 

realms, especially before rhe mid-1990s. Furthermore, 

avanc-garde ideology has also led ro confrontation in 

rhe public sphere. 'l he avant-garde of the I 980s was 

equipped wirh many different resources, including 

\Xi'estern modern and postmodern art movements 

such as Dada, surrealism, German expressionism, and 

pop, and mixed with traditional philosophy, such as 

Chan (/.en) Buddhism, as well as Mao's revolutionary 

heritage, in particular proletarian antagonistic 

sentiment and utopianism. :-Jeedless to say, all of rhese 

resources carry scrong iconoclastic attiwdcs coward 

the existing orthodoxy. In contrast, autonomous 

aesrheric tendencies, such as cubism, consrrucrivism, 

fau\'ism, and American absrracr expressionism, have 

rarely inAuenced Chinese conrcrnporary art since 

rhc Chinese arr world opened ro rhc West in che lace 

1970s. fnstead, Dadaism, surrealism, and pop, which 

embodied rhe other tendency of critical aestheticism 

in rwentierh-cenrury Western arr, have profoundly 

inAuenced Chinese avant-garde :1rr. 

"lhe sphere of avant-garde art is impossible to 

nail down, drifting as it docs between arr space and 

sociopolitical space, the official and the unofficial, 

rhe aboveground and rhe underground. Arr has 

always existed in opposition co and in negoriarion 

with social space. As a result, av,iht-garde art has 

nor always moved ahead, bur has rerreared as well. 

Many cxhibicions or projecrs have begun only ro 

be shur down in no rime, or have caused political 

conrrovcrsy, thus con\'crting an arr event inro a 

political affair, an arr space into a political space. 

'hvo such transformations rook place at rhe Scars 

exhibition in 1979 and the "China/Avant-Carde" 

exhibition in 1989. 1
' 

Introduction 

Nevertheless, 111 China rhe avanr-garde's 

perception of and arrirude roward rhc rclarionships 

between arr and rhe exogenous social sphere have 

undergone different stages of change in the lase cwo 

decades. In general, avant-garde artists began co 

move into rhe public sphere before rhe I 990s bur 

drew back during the I 990s, especially in rhe early 

part of the decade. Since 2000, the division between 

art and political space has slowly bluHed, except in 

the case of certain extremely sensitive political issues 

and performance arr. Moreover, the arr world has 

become more diversified: where once ir included 

only scare museums, academies, and journals, ir now 

encompasses a range of national, private, commercial. 

and academic inscirurions. ·1 his has multiplied the 

possibilities for anises, bur rhe borders have chus 

become more ambiguous and Aexible. 

It is this complex double or mulriple social system 

that makes it more difficulr co make a judgmenr on 

whar is a true Chinese avant-garde in rhe current 

China. 'loday the notion of ''avanr-g:11·de" no longer 

relics 011 style or theme, nor on what one may claim 

in one's conrent or images; rather a trne avant-garde 

is an intcllccrual position from which one is able co 

comment independently, char serves neither rhe scare 

nor rhe marker. 'Jhis mighr suggesr rhe rhird space 

of Homi Rhabha's cul rural rheory; bur iris an avanr

gardc idenrity particular ro Chinese globalizing 

socicry at rhc turn of chc twenty-first ccnrury. Ir 

no longer follows rhe pattern char Peter I3i.irger and 

ocher scholars have pointed our, developing from a 

historical avant-garde (or radical avanr-garde) ro a neo 

avant-garde, with the neo-avanr-gard!e :1bandoning 

the antagonism of the radical avant-garde and 

commirring co a masquerade strategy, ro playing rhe 

insriwcion as social critique against capitalism. '[his 

principle, apparenrly, can'r serve rhe Chinese avant

garde context, in which co be avant-garde means 

neither to be radical not compromised toward one's 

sysrem, bur is about how co survive in berween and 

still maincain inrellecwal and critical standards. 

Avant-Garde Aesthetics in the Chinese Context 

Al rho ugh the Chinese avant-garde has been profoundly 

characterized by social engagemem, ir cannot be 

regarded as a pure political avant-garde without irs 
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own aesthetic motivation, or as a secondary branch 

of a linear evolution of the Western avant-garde and 

contemporary arr. On the contrary, the Chinese avant

garde in the last three decades has been engaged in a 

project of rota! modernity. Such a project was initiated 

in the early twenrieth century and continues ro bridge 

the gulf between Jrt and society. ·1 he ideology and 

aesthetic of the Chinese avant-garde as a total project 

cannot be separated into the notions of an aesthetic 

avant-garde and a social (or political) avant-garde, 

JS we find in the study of the Western :1vant-g:1rde. 

Ir is rhe peculiar social and arrisric conrexr as well as 

the aesthetic resources that rhe Chinese avant-garde 

adopted that have framed the discourse. 

Some Western scholars consider the Western 

:1vant-garde to be rhe experiment of :1estheric 

modernity that resulted from arrists seeing themselves 

as alienated. ·1he theory of alienation in capitalist 

society-iniriared by Marxists, and developed by 

cxisrcntialisrs-has frequently been applied by 

Western scholars ro characterize modernist arrists, 

especially avanr-gardists, as a rebellious, decadent, 

and resisranr minority scr against a capitalist society. 

Renato Poggioli paid particular attention to Marx's 

idea of alienation and considered "avanc-gardism 

as ideology and as an aesthetic myth." 11 He traced 

the origin of the Western avanc-garde to mid

nineteenth-century romanticism. Unlike Poggioli, 

Clement Greenberg saw rhe conrriburion of rhe 

twcnricth-ccnrury avant-garde (with its innovation 

of a nonrepresentational linguistic system) as an 

outcome of rhe hench Enlightenment, a human 

evolution in visual language. Another important 

contribution to rhe theory of the avant-garde was 

Bi.irger's critique of aesthetic autonomy chat cried 

to relocate the Western avant-garde within the 

historical development of instirurions in capitalist 

society.'' Rather than considering the avant-garde 

an ideological force resulring from alienation, 
Bi.irger realized that the avant-garde was itself part 

of che instirucional framework of capitalism, and 

that its revolutionary rule had been the critique of 

institlltionality as such. The contribution of the 

avant-gardists, therefore, was to turn the critique of 

institutions, especially that of Art, into the primary 

content of their artworks. rurchermore, works of the 

avant-garde, such as Duchamp's Fo1111111i11, cannot be 

6 lntroc uctio:1 

regarded as objects representative of an outside world; 

they themselves arc pare of the instirntionalizcd 

system. Bi.irger thus attempred co bridge the gap 

between aesthetic autonomy (aesthetic modernity) 

and capitalist society (social modernity) by bonding 

them rogether as a part of the institutional strucrure 

in capitalist societies. 

'this theory of the institution, it seems to me, 

comes from the notion of the "social base" in Marx's 

theory. ·1 here, che social base in most sicuations is held 

to determine the form of whatever superstructure 

is built on ir. Although Bi.irger's theory attemptt:d 

ro transcend the dichotomy of modern iry and rhe 

avant-garde, his consideration of institutions as the 

social base was still confined within the framework 

of aesthetic modernity versus capitalist modernity. 

·1he relation between changing institutions and the 

avant-garde as discussed in hb book was nor, in 

fact, an engagement of rhe avant-gardists with the 

institutional system as it operated in real social space. 

Rather, the arrists still operated within an aesthetic 

space. The real world remained what he called "the 

object of investigation."" ·the difference between 

Bi.irger and Poggioli is that the former took as his 

point of departure the latter's elaboration of avant

garde ideology in order to develop a more refined 

discourse of the universal aesrheticism of the critical 

avant-garde. ·1his difference, however, does not 

conceal the fact char both Bi.irger's and Poggioli's 

seances were based on the dichotomous theory 

of modernity and the avant-garde, and that both 

theories set up critical aestheticism against social 

modernity in capitalist societies. 

It becomes unlikely, therefore, rhar either of 

these theories will work for the Chinese model of the 

:1vant-garde, because the Chinese institutional system 

has been constructed in a totally different way. In ir, 

both socialise and capitalise forces arc influential. 

In addition, there remain in Chinese society clear 
markers of cultural and political boundaries. 'lhis 

makes the living space of rhe avant-garde much more 

complex and mulridimensional. Ir invircs consranr 

ncgoriacion between avant-garde activities and rhc 

public sphere, often leading co confrontation and 

requiring a variety of strategics for actions in the 

public space, such as gestures of offense, followed by 

rerrear and relocation. 
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\Y/e may consider rhe Chinese avant-garde 

movemenr of rhe I 980s and 1990s as a response 

to alienation, targeting nor che vulgarity and 

philistinism of a consumer society, as did their 

Western counterparts, bur rather rhe dominant, 

ideologically driven society as ir became combined 

with the commercial imperatives. Chinese avanr

garde artists have always embraced society when 

seeking individualism and creative freedom. ]here is 

no way for them to escape to an ivory rower; on the 

contrary, they muse go onto the street and confront 

both rhe public and rhe authorities. By using rhe 

idea of "rhe shock of the new," an effective tool of 

Western avanr-garde arr for attacking rhe banal, 

vulgar taste of the middle class, Chinese avanc

gardists also created some extremely violenr works. 

·1hey did so, however, nor ro arrack rhe masses, bur 

rather to provoke authority while trying to stimulate 

thought among the populace. One of the main 

fcarures of the Chinese avant-garde of the 1980s was 

the shunning of traditional studio work by arrists 

who were focused instead on social projects taking 

place in the public ~phere, such as villages, factories, 

streets, and plazas. ll1is was a result of their idealism 

in seeking ro enlighten rhe masses, their enjoyment 

of being involved in a movement, and a sensibility 

growing our of Mao's revolutionary legacy. However, 

chis kind of idealism was partially determined by the 

social context of 1980s China, which lacked an arc 

marker, either local or international. 

Despite the significant differences between 

the Western avanr-garde and the '85 Movement 

in terms of their targets and their acceptance, we 

might still find many ideological similarities on the 

levels of abstract spirituality and basic attitudes of 

rebelliousness, as Poggioli described in his four-part 

typology of rhe Western avanr-garde. 16 Even when 

rhe Chinese avanr-garde rerreated from public spaces 

in the early 1990s, their activities srill demonstrated 

a peculiar avanc-gardc spatial mocivacion, ,vhich 

turned our ro be a broad social and public marrer, 

rather than a spatial concern of private life. Facing 

difficulties after rhe Tian'anmen Square incident 

and during rhe booming commercial society of the 

early 1990s-such as lack of acceptance of the avant

garde by both official and commercial galleries in 

Chin;1, being ignored by rhe media, lack of attention 
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from rhe organizers of some Chinese avant-garde 

exhibirions overseas, and a pauciry of financial 

resources-conceprual arrisrs have had to rerreat to 

confined spaces. Many artists in Beijing, Shanghai, 

and Guangzhou have been forced ro do their work ac 

home; to employ inexpensive materials in small-scale 

works rhar can only be displayed in private spaces; 

and ro communicate only with a small audience 

of artists and interested persons. l call this unique 

phenomenon apartment arr (r,011gy11yish11), which has 

produced a number of unsellable and unexhibirable 

sire-specific installarions. 1 Song Dong and his wife 

Yin Xiuzhen, for imrance, are Beijing-based artists 

who lived in a room some ten merers square. Many 

of their projects were made in this small room, most 

of rhem skerched on paper. One of Song's projects 

was ro practice Chinese calligraphy every day on a 

chunk of ordinary stone or the surfoce of a table, 

using a traditional brush dipped in clear water rather 

than ink. After the water characters evaporated, he 

wrore again. 

Some works of apartment art arc called proposal 

arr (fo11g1111 )'ishu). For example, an outdoor work 

or a large-scale installation might be presented as 

illustrated sketches. 'Jhese proposals remain on paper 

and are never turned into reality. 'Jhis avant-garde 

practice arremprs ro formulare a disrincrive personal 

di~course in a polymorphous, polycenrric world. Tr 

is a resistance of all totalizing ideologies in order to 

be free from any particular one. Yer this resistance is 

also a way of cultivating a private, meditative world 

apart from rhe marerialisric sociery rhar has emerged 

since rhe early 1990s. Ap:1rc111enr art is, therefore, 

engaged in responding to the double kitsch of 

Chinese society-the previous ideological kitsch as 

well as rhe later commercial kirsch. One may rhink 

rhar this retreat is similar to rhe arrirudc of Western 

modernism in rhe first half of the twentieth century 

in the terms of its isolation from outside society. ·1 he 

motivation of artists of apartment an, however, is 

ro use the materials selected from the surroundings 

of rheir own daily lives in order ro represenr rhe 

true relationship between the avant-garde arr space 

and rhe social space in general. In ch is way, their 

unsellable and unexhibitable works mirror rhe social 

environment and constitute a close investigation of 

the society. ·11ic works by the artists of apartment 
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arr are in this way the silent, personal materials that 

voice rhe condirion of cheir "nonexiscence" by way of 

sclf-demacerial izacion. 

In 1990, Wang Peng and Feng Mengbo had a 

joint exhibition in the art gallery at the affiliated 

middle school of rhe Ce1mal Academy of Hne 

Art. Immediately before the opening, Wang Peng 

constructed a brick wall that sealed off the door to 

the gallery. The wall was meant ro symbolize the self

confinement chat separated the avant-garde from the 

official arr system and market, a border behind which 

the artist had rerreaced. 

le is chis consciousness of environmental inter

vention racher chan mere exploration of language or 

concepr char has driven rhe new arr movemenrs of the 

lase three decades roward an avant-garde rendency. 

Recenrly, some Chinese curarors have rended ro use 

the term "experimental arr" (shi;1a11 yishu) rather rhan 

"avant-garde" (eicher qiamuei or xia11feng) co define 

conremporary Chinese an. ·1 his move may avoid the 

our-of-fashion usage of"avanc-garde," or poinr ro its 

dislocarion in China today. Some may feel rhe rerm 

"avant-garde" co be too politically confrontational. 

Nevertheless, "experimental art," like "avant-garde," 

is irsclfa Western notion, widely adopted in rhe 1960s 

co refer ro new arr. I chink rhe cerm ''experimental 

arr" cannot include mosr Chinese conremporary 

arr phenomena of rhe lase nvo decades, because, 

compared with "avant-garde," it sounds roo passive 

and lacking in morivarion and direction. 

\X/har is imporrant is nor rhe terminology of 

"experi men rarion ,"but rarher its goal and sign ific;rnce. 

Of course, meaningful "experimentation" cannot 

limit itself merely ro form and language, bur muse 

have embedded within it a concrete critique, 

whether linguistic or social, especially at the present 

moment, when, under the onslaught of globalilation 

and systematilation, the direction of Chinese 

conccrnporary arc's cxpcrirncncacion is far from clear. 
In fact, rhe phrase "expcrimenral arr" was inrroduced 

in the early 1990s, appearing first in the 11111eli11e of 
Chi11rse f:xprrimmtal Art, edited by Feng Royi and 

Qian Zhijian. Later, "avant-garde" and "cxpcrimencal" 

arr were used incerchangeably by Chinese critics and 

curators in reference ro new arr. 

"t-xperimenral" is a term rhar seems more 

moderate and palatable than "avanr-garde," while 
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Wang Peng, The Wall: 93 /11stallatio11s Exhibitio11, 1993. 
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still retaining the idea of seeking the new. Although 

it also has a sense of exploring boundaries and sclf

marginalization, the exact aims of"experimentation" 

remain unstated and opportunistic, because. from the 

very hegi n n ing, experimentation has a subjective sense 

of indeterminacy, as everything hangs on the result of 

the experiment itself. Experimentation depends on 

the chance unification of subjective and objective 

conditions. For that reason, it is flexible. And perhaps 

for chis same reason, it was fitted to China's rapid 

and chaotic internationalization and reorientation to 

a marker economy in rhe 1990s. Nonetheless, it is 

inappropriate to use the term "experimental arc" in 

reference to rhe Chinese arc of rhe late 1970s and 

I 980s. '!he cerm also seems less than perfectly suited 

co rhe "underground" phenomenon represented by 

aparrmenr arr during che early 1990s, and even less 

suited to the political pop, cynical realism, and New 

Generation painting schools, each of which had an 

obvious eye coward real life. 

On the other hand, "avant-garde" seems better 

suited to highlight the '"contemporaneity" of 

contemporary Chinese arc. As T mentioned above, 

contemporaneity is not a term referring co a specific 

rime, buc rather means the "spirit of the time." 

• l herefore, robe '\want-garde" is ro make value choices, 

ro adopt a specific critical direction. ')his critique 

integrates two inseparable tendencies: social critique 

and self-critique. Self-critique refers co the avant

garde's disillusionment with its own conservatism 

and corruption, and with the lifelessness of artistic 

language and methodology. 'lhus "avant-garde" has a 

built-in sense of critique and protest. 

'lhc various uses of the term "avant-garde" 

by Chinese artists over the last two decades have 

themselves already become a part of Chinese 

con rem po rarya rt h isrory. Moreover, from rhe momen r 

Chinese artists began using this term, its meaning 

was already different from the mea11ing derived 

from Euro-American modernism: the separation of 

:1esthetics and politics implied by the Euro-American 

use of rhe term was replaced in China by a unity of 

the aesthetic and the social. The tag of "avant-garde" 

accurately described the position of Chinese artists 

in the social context of the 1980s and 1990s, when 

various post-isms (postsocialism, postmodernism, 

postcolonialism, and postindustrialism) encountered 
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one another in rhc same counrry, one rhar bore a 

long tradition. for the Chinese avant-garde, the 

"posts" mean nothing more rhan the end of the age, 

and therefore the cask of the avant-garde still remains 

significant. 

Postmodernism in Chinese Context 

When Greenberg identified both Stalin's socialist 

realism and Hollywood commercial culture as 

''kirsch," and Picasso and modernist art as avanr

gardc, his judgment was based on che pattern of 

elite versus popular, and avant-garde versus market. 

Despite this, he was slightly hesitant ro name Picasso 

and or her modernist mas re rs "avant-gardists," as rhcrc 

was always a danger of rhe avanr-garde surrendering 

ro rhe marker. Posrmodernism declines Greenberg's 

doctrine of modernism. 

In assessing Chinese avant-garde and kirsch, 

however, there is, perhaps a dislocation bcnvecn 

the Creenberg theory and postmodernist discourse. 

Political pop and rhe cynical realism of the 1990s 

arc perfect examples. Stylistically, political pop and 

cynical realism are mixtures of Chinese socialist 

realism with American pop, similar in formulation 

ro 1970s Russian sors arr. Discursively, political 

pop and cynical realism arc rhc products of internal 

political failure in Western postmodernist discourse. 

It was a short-lived avant-garde in its beginning, bur 

soon became a deconsrrucrive force that undermined 

everything. including Chinese intellectual discourse 

i rscl f, which had been developed si nee rhc end of rhe 

Culwral Revolution with an independent, critical, 

idealist vision to search for Chinese modernity. 

Postmodernist discourse has dominated rhe most 

fashionable contemporary Chinese arr in rhe marker, 

galleries, and exhibitions in rhc Wcsr, as well as in 

the most popular gallery districts in China. As the 

revolurionary rheorerical discourse in rhe Wesr (ar leasr 

in chc 1980s). poscmodernism and dcconstruccion 

have become, co a cerrain degree, corrupred forces 

inside of China. ·1 he voice of posrmodernism against 

institutionalization has been prominent in the "\Xfest 

since the 1970s, when, as I discussed in chapter 2 

of '/he Wrrll, Chinese contemporary arr reached the 

phase of what I call the '"museum age," during which 

art was institutionalized by both the market and the 
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previous official museum sys rem. ru rrhermore, one of 

rhe faces of posrmodernism, in parricular rhe theory 

of material culture and popular culture, has come to 

join the currenr market and urban materialism. 

'[ herefore, the postmodernist discourse and 

deconstrucrionist rheory rhar one may consider 

srandards of Western intellecrual perspective are 

questionable and problematic in current Chinese 

contemporary art discourse-both its art criticism 

and production. i-:urthermore, the dislocation and 

inversion of modernist-posrmodernisr discourse 

have also interfered wirh rhe narrative discourse of 

contemporary Chinese arr. 

Deconstruction ism and postmodern ism 

combined with various local styles have infiltrated 

Chinese visual arr, as is evident in popular 

phorography, film, and soap operas. Pastiche and 

kitsch (y1111su) have become part of the dominant 

stylistic tendencies in visual art, not as a way ro 

allcgorize the cheap taste of popular culture in a critical 

way, bur to please rhe exoric eyes of foreign dealers. 

\X/hile rhe imporred discourse of posrmodernism 

has dominated rhe narrative of contemporary 

Chinese art, certain types of visual art (which from a 

Western modernise po inc of view can be identified as 

"apolitical" or "aesrheric" arr) have long been ignored 

or overshadowed by rhe mainstream arr world. for 

instance, rhere have been many arrists who have 

devoted themselves to a kind of Chinese abstract 

arr since the lace I 970s. Ac first glance, one may 

label ir as eirher rhe conrinuiry of early-rwenrierh

cenrury Chinese modernism or as simply a copy of 

Western minimalism. After close study of this trend 

toward a ''pure aesthetic," I have found it to be a 

complex and ambiguous phenomenon chat cannot 

simply be defined as a Western rype of modernist 

aesrheric, because ir neither pursues a modernist 

utopia within a two-dimensional composition, nor 

conccpcually ovcrwriccs chc maccrial's subscancc by 
insisting char "what you sec is what you sec," as hank 

Stella said. Instead. ir reveals rhe arrisr's personal srare 

and everyday life in self-imposed exile. is One of the 

movements of this type emerged in rhe early 1990s 

and acrivcly continues to the present. Ir can be seen 

as a close counrerpart to aparrmenr arr, with a similar 

personal focus and medication againsr borh rhe 

political and materialized public environment. I have 
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named ir maximalism and organi7,ed an exhibirion 

rhat roured China and New York. 1
" 

·1 he :--.lo :--.lame group. an undcrgroundavanr-garde 

group that dates back to the Cultural Revolution, 

also produced early examples of chis rype of arr. 

"lhese artists have been pursuing an ideal Chinese 

aesrhericism in their impressionist/literati landscape 

paintings since the 1960s. The apolitical, "arr for 

arc's sake" appearance of No Name's works, however, 

was strikingly political under the domination of che 

Culrur;1l Revolution's prop;1gandist Jrt. ' 11 

·1 his "arr for arr's sake" appearance has been 

marginalized by the double eyes of the modernbc

postmodernist discourse. Within modernism, one 

may sec it as a purely aesthetic arr, ·while from che 

postmodernist poinr of view ir is an our-of-fashion 

modern isr srylc. In rh is case, Chinese "aesrheric" 

art has always been positioned under the judgment 

of modernists (with an anrithetical view of politics 

versus aesthetics) as an apolitical form considered 

insignificant in rhe current political circumsrances in 

China, or under rhe judgmenr of posrmodernisrs as 

insignificant "rnodern formalist play." I by no means 

wish to state, however, that the executors of the 

discourse all come from the Wesr. Chinese critics, 

curators, and arrisrs have also been involved in rhe 

play of rhe dislocarion of modernisr-posrmodernisr 

discourse. 

Consequenrly, Chinese absrracr arr, experimental 

ink painting, and certain rypes of conceptual arc, in 

particular some small-scale, unsellable, unexhibirable 

installation works, have been marginalized in borh 

critical writing and the market. I would like to 

argue thar it is rhis marginali1ed art char one may 

call contemporary Chinese "elite" art: art chat has 

strived to maint;1in the independent stance of the 

intcllecrual in rhe currently insrirutionalized Chinese 

arr world. Recently, there has been a growing 

intercsc in "acsrhecicism" in Beijing and Shanghai. 
·1 hree major conferences wirh che topic of "Chinese 

aesthetic narrative" rook place in 2006 and 2007.' 1 

Several exhibirions and publications 011 rhe same 

topic (or Chinese absrracc art) have also come out in 

rhe lase rwo years, including rhe exhibition '·Ruins: 

Tan Ping and Zhu Jinshi'' ar rhe Today Arc Museum; 

"Home: Bingyi and Leihong Recent Works" ac the 

Sanshang Arr Center; and "Visible/Invisible" at rhe 
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Huang Bingyi, Thousa11d Li of Water a11d Mou11tai11s, 2008. 

One Moon Gallery. More events associated with this 

topic will rake place in the next few years. ·1 his trend 

demonstrates a new tendency ro attempt co resolve 

individual meditation, traditional lyrical sryles, 

modem absrracrion, and co1Keptual an together in 

a new discourse. This attention may not only open a 

new page of contemporary arr history, but also stir a 

critique of rhe cu rren r Chinese type of postmodern isr 

discourse. 

This specific arr tendency and chis particular 

historical moment at the beginning of the twenry

first century may demonstrate another move toward 

what one may call rhe "meditation on Chineseness." 

Ir has been produced by the Chinese historical 

context as well as the international dialogue between 

bst and West. 

In recent years, an ahistorical view has been 

applied, by some, ro rhe study of Chinese contem

porary an. '(his is another outcome of certain 

postmodernist theories, such as deconstruetionism. 'fo 
look ar contemporary Chinese arr from this point of 

view is ro find that everything is contingent, transient, 
and lacks historical logic. In the Chinese context, 

however, the h isroric1I view has always been considered 

an important perspective in the creation of the art of 

rhe day. Moreover, rhe consciousness of modern icy has 

ah-vays brought historical memory into what I call the 

ritualized space in which the contemporary and che 

past meet through certain ceremonial or monumental 

environments created by Chinese artists. This can 
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be commonly found in rhe various contemporary 

arc projects associated with historical architecrural 

sires, such as the Grear Wall, the Summer Palace, and 

·1 'ian'anmen Square. 

le has been very common in the last three decades 

for contemporary Chinese artists to turn historical 

sites into a symbolic medium in order to express 

modern Chinese idenriry. In the beginning of the 

new transitional era, there was an evident impulse 

to use hbrorical sires. for example, around 1979 

these sites emerged in the process of criticizing and 

reflecting upon the Cul rural Revolution. As pursuing 

social modernization became rhe driving ideological 

force in Chinese society, the ruins of the Old Summer 

Palace destroyed by the Western "Joint Army of rhe 

Eight Powers" suddenly became the favorite hangout 

for young artists and scholars. Mourning the Old 

Summer Palace did not necessarily mean a longing 

for the old; rather, it revealed the arri~rs' wish ro 

excavate a new life for the nation and to achieve a 

Chinese modernity. ·1he Old Summer Palace came co 

be a favorite topic among artists. for instance, New~)' 
Hom, an oil painting by Huang Rui, a member of 

the Stars group, strongly resonated with the public. 

Clearly, the meaning of his painting demonstrated a 

wish for the self-strengthening and rebirth of a China 

weakened by foreign invasion and civil turmoil (such 

as rhc Cul rural Revolution). Kang Mu, Zhao Jianhai, 

and Sheng Qi conducted performances for the first 

time on the site of the Old Summer Palace in 1985, 
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Kang Mu, Zhao Jianhai, Sheng lli, and others, Spring, 1985. 

in which rhey bound up rhe old ruins. 'I heir physical 

acriviries existed together wirh the historical existence 

of rhe edifice irsel( 

Many performance works and earthworks 

have taken place on rhe Crear \X/all in the lasr rwo 

decades. In facr, rhe meaning of rhe Grear Wall has 

repeatedly been reconstructed and reinterpreted 

throughout the rwenrierh cenrury. Consequenrly, 

this reinterpretation itself has been formulated 

as an unending "discourse of rhe Great Wall." It 

has become a process of shaping or reshaping rhe 

consciousness of Chinese identity. Almost all che 

performance pieces, earthworks, and installations 

of rhe Grear Wall projects i11\'olved certain kinds of 

ceremonial form.-" ·1 hrough these ricualiLed acts, 

environments, historical ruins, and srages all became 

part of the "ricual site." 1l1e body of the artist became 

at once a symbol of the sacrificial in the past and 

of rhe living man mourning the sacrificial in the 

present. It is the contrast between historical memory 

.ind immediate feeling, rhe discrepancy between 

grand natural environment, historical background, 

and accual living sicuacion, chac causes disorder in 

the recognition of identities. Using a memorial 
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ceremony, a completely unreal situation and ritual, 

rhe artist can turn his factual idemiry into an unreal 

but nevertheless idealized and mystic identity. For 

example, he could call up a spirit such as a witch, 

or "die" on the barrlefield like an ancienr warrior, 

or wander around like a ghosr or spirir, as in rhe 

1988 performance of the Beijing-based group 21st 

Century and in Zheng Lianjie's earthworks and the 

performance called Big t'.,-plosion, which rook place 

on the Great Wall in 1993. What the performance 

artist could become in rhe process of performing 

could be determined by his immediace spirirual 

purpose, by the sense of loss over his current idenciry, 

or by his longing for belonging (in class, narionaL 

community, and even sexual terms). Regardless of 

differences among che various projects associated 

wich riwal form on che hiscorical siccs, chey all 

demonstrated the application of historical myth as a 

force over certain modern myths. 

·1 here have been a variety of modern myrhs in 

Chin,1: ideologic,11, culrurnl, narion,1I, .rnd even some 

relating to gender. Mo~t artists took their performance 

pieces or earchworks co the Greac Wall in order co 

make social cririques in response to national symbols 
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Figure 0.4 

Zheng Lianjie, Big Explosion Series, 1993. 
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and scace ideologies. ·1 hese performances included 

Xu tling's Ghosts l'ounding the Walt (1991) and Cai 

Cuoqiang's Projccr to l:,xrcnd the Grcm Wall of China 

by 10,000 Meters: I'roject for Aliens No. 10 (1993). 1n 
conuast, He Chengyao, a Beijing-based woman artist, 

made her Wall performance very personal, bringing 

rhe site uf rhe Wall inru a gendered space in a very 

unusual way. On May 17, 2001, when the (;erman 

arrisr H. A. Schult insraJled his one chousand "crash 

people" on the Grear Wall at Jinshanling, displaying 

chem like cerra cona soldiers, He Chengyao scaged 

her performance Opening the Great Wail. She 

suddenly rook off her red T-shirc, showing herself 

rinked above the waist, a gesture that came from her 

mother's extreme behavior during her insaniry. In 
the 19(,0s, I (e's parencs were fired from their jobs 

because her mother had illegally become prcgnanr 

our of wedlock. I fer mother subsequently suffered a 

mcnral breakdown. Day and nighr, scark naked, she 

ran shouting through the streets of her hometown.Li 

Whereas ocher artists rook their performances or 

enrthworks ro the sires of rhe (;renr W:1II ro comment 

on national ideology, He reconstructed the living 

space of her childhood under the spatial pressure 

of both rhe Wall and the terra corca soldiers, seeing 

chem a.~ symbols of a male-dominated patriarchal 

sociery.24 In chis case, He undertook her ceremonial 

:icr of imiraring rhe in~:iniry of her morher in order 

ro comment on the modern myth char has ruined 

Chinese women's idenriries and lives. 

Zhan Wang's 1997 earthwork Fixing the Colden 

Tooth for the <rreat Wttfl provides ,111 imcrprernrinn nf 

rhe "resrorarion" of rhe old Wall in response to current 

globalization. Restoration of che Wall mighc symbolize 

restoration of rhe narion, as Deng advocated. Zhan 

Wang's resrorntion, however, is a mockery, hecnnse 

restoration of rhc narion, in the cuitcnt Chinese 

111nderni1.;11inn :ind glnhaJi.,~1,inn, rern;1ins mainly 

material rachcr than a restoration of the spirit. In 

rhis work, the arcisr used hand-welded sreel sheet~ 

to make "golden bricks," which he then used ro "fix" 

rhc missing pnrnpers in a secrion of che Wall locared 

in a rural area of Beijing, west of Badaling. Afrcr 

climbing over cwo hills, the artist discovered a porrion 

of the Wall where two parapets, spanning a distance 

of" 1we111y meters, were missing. (\uefiil C1lcula1io11 

indicated rhat in order to fix rhis section, more than 
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Agure 0.5 

Cai Guoqiang, Projsct to Extsnd ths Grsat Wall of China by 10,000 Mstsrs: 

Project for Aliens No. 10, 1993. 

Figure 0.6 

He Chengyao. Opening the Grear Wall, 2001. 
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Figure 0.7 

Zhan Wang, Fixing the Golden Tooth 

forrhe Grear Waif, 1997. 

two hundred and fifty bricks plus fifty half-bricks 

would be needed, which the artist and his production 

crew welded in his studio using wafer-chin stainless 

steel sheers sized ro replicate rhe dimensions of the 

actual bricks already in the Wall. After these "bricks" 

were polished, rhey were rhen gilded wirh riranium so 

char they had the appearance of real gold. 'lhe phrase 

"gulden teeth" refers to a traditional phrase in which a 

golden tooth signifies rhc wealrh of an individual. ·1o 

Lhe artist, the new "bricks" suggest Lhat ,rncient China, 

like contemporary China, was also subject to material 

desire. As Zhan scares, "I merged these two symbolic 

things [scone and gold, real and unreal], and rhe 

4uestion raisl·d is related to the desirl'S of the nariun." 25 

Since China is the most rapidly changing country 

in die world economy today, Chinese conte111pornry 

arr, it seems, should also fit the contemporary theory 

of glubali~tio11. By this theory, ont mighL idtalistically 

claim char since the end of the Cold War the world 

has moved coward a rransnarional order char will break 

down any national and local boundaries. Anthony 

Giddens, an influential theorist of modernity, claims 

chat one unique characteristic, already evidenc, is the 

tension between the "expansiveness" of globalization 

and the "privateness" resulting from the loss of 

individual idemiry. In ocher words, there exists 

an increasing interconnection between the two 

extremes of exrensionaliry and imencionaliry, between 

Introduction 

globalizing influences and personal dispositions in the 

world of Lhe twemy-first century.] 6 

• I he history of the lase fifteen years, however, 

may suggest a different direction. On one hand, the 

world economy has indeed come to be bound by 

globalization much more monolithically than ever 

before. On the ocher hand, the world has culturally 

and politically been divided even 111ure widely by 

concerns of national identity and local economy. 

September 11, the war in Iraq, and the crisis of 

the Middle .East seem ro have validated Samuel l~ 

Huntington's anticipation of the religious conflict, 
or "the clash of civilizations," between Christianity 

and Islam Oater to be joined with Confucianism) in 
the twenty-first century.27 '1 he dichotomous pattern 

of "expansiven~s" versus "privateness" in the age of 

globalization, however much it may make sense in 

developed counlries, may have bet'.11 cliallengeJ when 

applied to the societies of the developing countries. 

In rhe Chinese context, for instance, rhe major 

confrontation has not been between the individual 

and the global, but more strikingly has involved much 

more complex relations and ongoing movement 

between locality and internationality, humanity and 

individuality, all in response co rapid environmental 

change. Changes in surrounding spaces and living 

spaces have most profoundly impacted Chinese daily 

life as well as Chinese arr during rhe lase decades. 
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Aesrhecically, rhcrcforc, h iscorical memory 

and rcAccrion as a language discourse have been 

incorporated into the presentation of reality. 'lhe 

forms and images from an indi,·idual artwork cannot 

be seen as an absolute representation of a real social 

starus-individual or collective. 

Although the dichoromy theory of transnational 

modernity may not be appropriate to the local 

context, this perspective has already become popular 

in narratives of Chinese contemporary arr. for 

instance, rhere is a belief among some critics rh:ir 

the more "individual" traits a work shows, the truer 

it is ro Chinese contemporary arr. Many works, in 

particular photographs char depict Chinese family 

history and private life, have captured the attention 

of the international arr world. Bur this critical seance 

overlooks rhc arrwork's connections to both history 

and the current environment. Many critics and arr 

historians take the ''individual" narratives char appear 

in the art of the 1990s as essemially different from the 

arr rhar preceded it. Yer if we look closely, we see char 

what appear robe "individual" narratives arc actually 

to a large extent variations on and continuations of 

the collective. Many of the works that display so

called "individual traits," such as family picrures or 

photographs of personal life, arc all nearly identical 

in subject matter, without much individual specificity 

except in the facial fearures. Most involve the period 

from the Cultural Revolution ro the present, and are 

group narratives of the artist's generation and his or 

her parents' generation. for Chinese people, these 

stories are commonplace; they are attractive mostly 

to foreigners in the market and in international 

exhibitions for their exoticism. 

On the ocher hand, in chis kind of transnational 

narrative, it is as if globalization has brought about a 

global norion of whar constirutes individual identity. 

Accordingly, globalization threatens co wrn Chinese 

arcists inro residents ofa global village, in which they 
speak their most intimate secrets in a standardized, 

i nrernarional language.' I his is particularly clear in the 

works of chose who have engaged in frcquenr travels 

around the world. All the dichotomous patterns listed 

above may become problematic when applied ro the 

topic of urbanization in Chinese contemporary arr. 

Since the 1990s, many Chinese artists have 

cnrhusiasrically committed themselves to the 
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investigation of current globali1,arion and urbani

zation. T would like co argue, however, char what 

the anises have demonstrated in their works cannot 

be seen purely as rhe portrayal of global izarion and 

Chinese urbanization in the terms of rhe dichorom ies 

of transnational theory. Rather, their work serves as 

a commentary on the impacts of globalization based 

on close observation of their surroundings, especially 

the transformational process from the agricultural to 

the urban. ·1 heir observations have drawn attention 

ro the dislocation and displaccmcnr that signifies 

the complex relariom among local, intt:rnational, 

individual, family, female, male, and so forth. '!his 

dislocation is also a metaphor for the violent changes 

in the nawral environment, and rhe disjuncrure 

berween material culture and rhe human spirit 

caused by rampant modernization. Consequently, 

reconstruction and the appropriation of architectural 

space, urban space, community space, private space, 

and public space have become the main subjects 

of contemporary Chinese :1rrisrs. ·1 his nor only 

expresses the estrangement in the current Chinese 

urban specracle, bur also, and more importantly, 

becomes a means of presenting the transformation of 

social class and identity in urban space in rhe form of 

a powerful imagery of locality and re-locality. 

By 2020, the population of migrant laborers 

in cities in China will reach three to five hundred 

million, a number unprecedented in human history. 

In comparison, immigrants from Ireland ro the 

United Stares in the one hundred-plus years between 

the 1820s and the l 930s, totaled a mere four and a 

half rnillio11.~8 Neither rhe needs of immigrants nor 

their impact on urban culture and the economy have 

been fully accounted for by China's urban planners. 

·1 he conceptual photography ofWangj in, particularly 

the works 100% and 0%, offers a visual inquiry 

into this social problem. Tn /00%, several groups of 

migrant workers were asked to form a human wall, 
supporting a traffic overpass with their hands. ln 

chis image, their bodies arc endowed with the power 

of steel and concrete. 'I he workers reprcsenr rhe 

construction of the urban fuwrc, nor only in terms of 

architecture but also of population. In 0%, rhe dirty 

feet of peasant workers sticking our of cement pipes 

provide a sharp contrast to the modern skyscrapers of 

Beijing. One represents disorder and filrh, rhc orhcr 
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Figure 0.8 

Wang Jin, 100%, April 1999. 

Figure 0.9 

Wang Jin. 0%, July 2002. 
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rationality and grandeur. In this work, Wang Jin 

suggests chat peasant workers are a force char is able 

co facilicace, as well as devastate, the urban fumre. 

"The dislocation depicted in Song Dong's work 

is a metaphor for the switch in che social positions 

of the consrruction workers and urh:111itcs. Common 

co almost all of Song's works is a deep involvement 

in che life of the alleys (hutong) of Beijing, where he 

lives. He is one of che few Beijing natives among 

contemporary Chinese artists. Song was also a 

parcicipanr in rhc aparcmenc arc movemenr of che 

early 1990s, when he was concerned wirh his own 

stare of mind, his small living space, and his choice 

nF media and nrnreriak In his works after 2000, 

Song has been more concerned with class issues in 

rhe ciry, especially rhnse concerning peasanr workers, 

and has created a series of video, photograph. and 

inscallacion/performance works called Together with 
Farmer Workers 2001-2005. Song regards farm 

workers as :111 emerging class, one rhar is, ;is he sr:ires, 

"a human symbol of a great agricultural counrry's 

1rnnsfnrma1io11 i1110;1 new social l~1rm. T do nrn wish ro 

pay tribute to chem in my artworks and idealize them. 

Instead, I wish to represent rhis important human 

symbol by means of both viewing chem lthe migrant 
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Figure 0.10 

Zhang Dali, Dialogue with 

Oe111olitio11, 1995--2003. 

laborers] and looking at how they view us [so-called 

urbanites, especially so-called upper-class people] ."2'1 

In the phorography exhibition "Humanism [renben] 

in China," held in December 2003 in Guangzhou, 

Song exhibited urban landscapes photographed by 

forry peasant worker.~. Cameras were provided hy rhe 

museum, and the workers were encouraged co rake 

pictures freely. -111e artwork furthers the concept of 

"seeing and being seen" and transforms che "orhcr" in 

the eyes of urbanites into a subject who observes the 

ciry. 1hrough such a shift in subjecriviry, self-cenrered 

urh:inires see rhemselves :1nd rheir envirnnmenr in :i 

new lighr. 

Zhang Dali is China's firsr grnffiti ;irrisr, a.~ well 

as the first "ruins" artist. His graffiti consists mosdy 

nF selF--porrrnits, which :ippear mgerher wirh rhe rag 

"AK47." This can be interpreted as referring to the 

devastation of human namre wrought by che violent 

disruprion of urban consrrucrion. After making 

gr:iffiri, Zh:1ng cloc11111ents the rninecl w:ills, self:.. 

porrrairs, and symbols using video and photography. 

f.;1cl1 visw 1ha1 he selec1s h;1s a par1ic11hir signiliGJnce 

embedded within it. Often chis is conveyed through 

comparison. Fnr example, he juxmposes demolished 

walls with che "permanenr" landmark buildings of 
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Beijing. such as rhe corner rowers of rhe Forbidden 

Ciry; Sralinisr buildings among rhe "10 Grear 

Conscruccion Projecrs" of 1959, such as che :--Jacional 

/\re Museum of China; or newer symbols. including 

che Jin Mao ·1ower in Shanghai. Zhang claims rhe 

demolished walls as his own artworks, locating the 

walls in a larger urban landscape and creating a 

spectacle by contrasting urban ruins and skyscrapers. 

Zhang docs not concentrate in his work on 

urban anthropology or the geographical issues of 

urban development. I nsread, he concerns himself 

wirh human nature. His project rirlc, Dialogue with 

Dcmolitio11 (1995-2003), does nor signify a dialogue 

between ruins and skyscrapers, or rhe new and rhe 

old, but between human and concrete, or between 

essential human nacure and urban alienation. Ir is, in 

facr, an inner monologue: "Sometimes ir's impossible 

to think and to pass j udgrnenr on the things happening 

in our environment. 1hese events inA.uence our life, 

dim our sight, and corrupt our soul. In the new era, 

reality is hidden under a beautiful cloak. For a long 

time I have made every effort to keep myself awake 

in front of the beautiful Aowers and the beauriful 

popular songs, in the presence of the deceitful shows. 

I prick my anaesthetized soul, trying with the eyes of 

my soul ro see rhe reality behind the appearances." 10 

lf1/,hang Dali uses his porrrait ro symboli'lc rhc 

triumph of the human spirit over the destruction 

of architecture, He Yunchang uses his own Aesh to 

challenge mechanical power, seeing it as a metaphor 

of resistance ro urban material culture. He has said, 

"My life is mine, and I can play with my body in 

whatever way I like. I h:1ve my choice at least on this 

point." 11 He commonly uses his body in a contest 

with concrete, a metaphor rhar displays his faith in 

humanism. In 2004, in an exhibition at the 798 

Ans Cenrre in Beijing, he sealed himself in a room 

made of cement for twenty-four hours with only a 

small hole ar rhe rop for air. Nobody knew rhar he 
was inside until workers helped break the wall and 

lcr him our. In his work Dimy 011 Shrmghai Wrrter, 
performed on November 3, 2000, he drew· ren rons 

of wat<:r by bucker from the lower reaches of Suzhou 

Creek in Shanghai, rhen poured ir into a boar and 

transported it four kilometers upriver, where he 

poured the water back into the river, allowing the 

warer ro Aow back again. 

Introduction 

He Yunchang, Casting, 2004. 

He Yunchang, Diary on Shanghai Water, 2000. 
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Some Chinese anises commenc on urbanizacion 

by substituting a beautiful appearance or modernist 

aeschecic casce for a horrific induscrial ouccorne. Many 

viewers ofXing Danwcn's series of photographs titled 

disCONNEXION (2002-2003) initially believed 

that they were seeing abstract forms, but in reality 

rhe phorugraphs slwwc<l dcctronic trash, such as 

computer wires and plastic outlets. Millions of tons 

of such rrash are rransporced from America, Japan, 

Korea, and other developed countries ro the beaches 

of fujian province in China, where chey are melced 

down and recycled. Thousands of peasant workers 

come co che beaches for temporary jobs in spice of the 

dnngcro11s poll11r:111rs crenrcd rhro11gh this process. 

Xing Danwcn docs nor use ovcnly critical language 

but rather beautified forms, or the illusion of beauty, 

co delay recognition of the ugly cruth. Her mosr 

recent work, Urblln Fiction, investigates the nature of 

urban modernity from yet another perspective. From 

the end of2004 to early 2005, Xing visited numerous 

real estate sales agencs in cities such as Beijing and 

Shnnghni :ind photogmphed nrchirecrnml models 

of housing complexes. From the photographs she 

made renlisric urban scenes using digirnl rechnology. 

Each of these images appears to be an actual urban 

scene, to which she adds fragments of her real life or 

others' Lives, such as the image of a lonely woman 

drinking coffee on a balcony, or a pair of passionate 

lovers in a courtyard. These urban landscapes become 

ficrions. Vir111al sp:1ce becomes :1 si1e for 11;1rrn1ive. 

'[l,e fragmentation of space, and the insertion of 

characrers inrn rhar space, brings rhesc cold model 

vistas to life. In such constructed environments, an 

ugly housing development rnn he transformed inro 

an apparently rosy utopia, or vice versa. 

Another inrerescing phenomenon 111 Chinese 

conccmporary arr is the use of modernism as a visual 

form 10 cnmmen1 on rhe issue of' urh:111i7~1, inn. One 

of the methods used for this purpose is what 1 call 

"m:1ximali.~m." T coined 1his term 1101 10 characteri7,e 

an art style or school, but to illuminate a particular 

arrisric phennmennn, a kind nf"C:hi nese ahstrncr :ire" 

char a number of artists have created since rhe lace 

1980s. 1
! Since che.se artists are not inrere.sted in either 

producing Chinese exoticism or representing the 

;1ppearnnce nl' 1he ongoing gloh;1li'1.;11inn nf China, 

their works have been underrepresented both in 
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Figure 0.13 

Xing Danwen, Oiscom1ectio11 disCONNEXION, 2002-2003. 

Figure 0.14 

Xiny Danwen. Urban Fiction No. 4, 2004-2005. 
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China and abroad. Maximalist artists use modernist 
modes, especially minimalist-like forms, ro address 

a totally different purpose from minimalism in 

the West: they are anrimodernisr. 1l1eir pracrice 

of making artworks in a labor-intensive and time

consuming way neid1er shares die utopian aims of 

early Western modernism, nor attempts to focus on 
the material or process itself as in later twentieth

century modernism. What they wish to do is to 
unify the process of making arr wirh daily life, in 

the manner of traditional Chan meditation. ']his 
is an dfective response to the challenges of current 

Chinese modernity, rather than a purely artistic 

engagement with any form of modernism. 

'Jhe best example is Li l luasheng's Diary, 

produced bmveen 1999 and 2004. An ink paincer 

well versed in traditional literati painting, in recent 

years Li has created many abstract paincings in ink 

and wash, in a style similar to minimalist painting. 

Figure 0.15 

Li Huasheng, Grain Rai11, 1997. 

Introduction 

Instead of applying light touches, or painting 
without any apparent control, the lines are "written" 

out, with considerable force focused on the tip of the 

brush, as if he were writing Chinese calligraphy, not 

for self-expression but instead as a meditative activity 

like d1use that might Le perlumu~J Ly monks. 'I he 

extremely abstract form that results has, however, 
nothing to do with the early European abstracr arr 

that presents a utopian world, the ··material uropia." 11 

Nor is it rhe same as the self-expression in rra<litional 

literati painting. Rather, it is a direct representation 
of the artist's personal surroundings. During the 

period of its creation, Li was fighting with the 

Chengdu city government in Sid1uan pruvim.e fur 

the preservation of his four-hundred-year-old house 

located in an old district and rargered by the new city 

construction plan. The district was finally leveled in 
2005. Li's house, however, as rhe only survivor has 

been preserved. 
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Figure 0.16 

Ding Fang, City Ssriss: Whsn Sound Fills Up ths City Sky, 1998. 

Figure 0.17 

Wu Jian. La11dscap11, 2005. 

The orhcr approach within contemporary Chinese 

maximalism is the deliberate use of abscract form co 

porrmy urban landsrnpe in a srylc either very much like 

traditional ink landscape painting, or in a manner similar 

m Western modernist abstract painting. For example, 

Ding Fang uses a combination of absrracr expressionism 

and surrealism to make his commema,y on current 

materialism and urbanization. Wu Jian's elegant "absrracr 

expressionist" oil painting is, in fuct, a "life drawing" 

of a mouncain of city trash. In the context of Chinese 

moderni7.1tion, rhe artisr relocues anisric modernism tn 

undermine the meaning of modernity itself. 

22 Introduction 

The methodology of dislorntion is, perhaps, 

most fully achieved by Huang Yongping in his work 

World F11.ctory. A huge ropographirnl map of Chin.1, 

measuring 36 feet by 26 feet and made of iron, scands 

on the floor. fc declines from che west to the east, as 

docs chc acrual ropography of China. 1he surface of 

the map, however, consists not oF mountain ranges, 

rivers, and plains, bur rarhcr of innumerable riny iron 

fucrory models. The .1rtist implies rh.1t we ;ire now, 

and always have been, in a globalized situation: we 

should, perhaps, rnrn rhe phrase "Made in China" 

into "Made in the World." 31 
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Woman as City 

Finally, I will discuss rhe imporcanr topic of Chinese 
women's art by examining che relation between 

gendered space and urban space in rhe Chinese 
conrexr of moderniry. There :ire two tendencies in 

che scudy of Chinese women's arc. Some cricics 

arrempr ro employ general feminisr rheory m analyz,e 

contemporary Chinese women's arc, creating it as a 

parr of rhe inrernational feminisr comn111niry, one 

of che dominant posrmodernisr theories. Ochers 

see it as based purely on personal experience, their 

priority being to distinguish ir from Chinese men's 
arr, which is understood hy this group of crirics to 

be predominandy a social and political discourse of 
1 he p11hlic sphere. Roi h of" 1 hese ;1pprnaches, T wrndd 

argue, pay insufficient accencion co the local context 
of Chinese women's arr.J' Rather rhan viewing 

Chinese women's arc solely as che arc of a "minority," 

or the product of unique individuals, or the result of 

fcminisr pursuits, we should read Chinese women's 

art as a particular way of" responding ro Chinese 

modernity as a whole, and therefore take it together 
wi I h men's ;HI. C:h i nese women's ;m si nee I he 1990s 

docs not merely pursue a gendered space, but rather 

Introduction 

f 
Figure 0.18 

Huang Yongping, World Factory, 

2002. 

one chat reflects che whole city as itself feminine. Its 
watchword might be, "Woman is che city.'' 

Women's arr has been an indivisible part of the 

whole project of Chinese modernity throughout 

the rwenrierh cenrury. In rhe 1920s, a grcar deal of 
lire,~111,re, f-ilm, and p;1i111ing emerged from rhe New 

Women's Movcmenc in China. These works were 

a relwllinn ;igai11s1 1 rndirinnal C:onf11ci;in e1 hies. A1 

char rime, che rerm "new woman" (xinniixing) was 

synonymous wirh revnlutinn, progress, .rnd modernity 

as well as women's liberry.36 In the 1980s, a decade 

marked by acrivism and enrhusiasm for che pursuir 

of modernity and of ideological liberarion, female 
ar1is1s hec;1111e involved in rhe '85 Mnveme111. Their 

emergence, however, was nor catalyzed by feminism. 
Rarher, 1heircn11cep1sand ide;1ls p;m1lleled 1hnsenf1 heir 

male colleagues. Furthermore, their work appeared to 
rnke 011 whar some comider .~rerenrypically m;isculine 

qualities. A clear claim char Chinese women's arc was 

an independent art phenomenon did nor come until 

the l 'J'JOs. At that time, Chinese women's art grew 

Ulll or d,e l'Olltext or glol..iali·1,atio11 and urba11i·1,atiu11, 

and it was influenced by Western postmodern theory 
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and arciscic approaches. Nevercheless, rhe cenrral 

issues of Chinese women's arr arc primarily chose of 

housing, living quarters, marriage, children, and the 

harmonious cohabitation of couples-issues that 

arose in the face of the emergence of rhc urban middle 

class and rhc srresses rriggered by chis social rransition. 

When the feminist movement emerged in the 

\X'esr in the I <J70s, many Euro-American women had 

already gained economic independence and access co 
advanced education. ·1 he movement was mosrly a 

political advance in the evolution of women's social 

freedom and equality to men. Independence and 

individuali~m were the basic principles. Although 

the issue of gender equalicy entered into discussions 

of the social and public sphere in China as early 

as the end of the nineteenth century, it has been 

shaped by China's status as a 'lhird World country 

with profound traditions. In contemporary China, 

women have not gained independence, nor have 

Chinese men. Both face rhe same crisis as rhe Chinese 

people move inro a process of reconfiguring social 

rank and class. family, rather than the individual, is 

the unit that bears the main brunt of this transition. 

Gender unification rather than a gender split is what 

is most needed in chis historical moment. On the 

other hand, the traditional philosophy of fomily and 

community has affected Chinese women's arr. While 

it is true that Chinese women have always formed an 

integral part of Chinese modernity, and that gender 

is tighrly linked to modernity and nationality, what 

social progress rhere has been rnighr, ar best, be 

labeled '\vornanism" rather than feminism. 

"Womanisrn" is a term coined by rhe African 

American writer Alice Walker, with particular 

reference to the siruarion of rhe genders in rhe ·1 hird 

\X/orld.1 Its goal docs not lie in the confrontation 

bcrween male and female, but in the harmonious 

coexiMencc of humanity in general. Perhaps chis is 

why many female artists working in China today 
favor the use of everyday household materials in their 

work, including thread, yarn, cotton, cloth, quilts, 

clothing and rhe like. ·1 hese domestic materials 

may effectively demonstrate an individual woman's 

particular emotions and interests. In general, however, 

their use shows rhe artists' awareness of the intimacy 

of family relations. It is chis particular intention 

that distinguishes Chinese women's arr from that of 
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\X/estcrn women arcisrs who have made use of similar 

materials, traditionally linked to women's crafts, to 

address a feminist intention. 

On the other hand, one should norovcremphasize 

the personal secret of the artworks and thus fall 

into rhe trap of positing a "female personality," one 

framed by male elite discourse since the beginning of 

modern history. Liao \X/en, an active female critic of 

Chinese women's arr, argues char the kind of women's 

arr char heavily employed household materials 

indicated a unique, individual "woman's voice" that 

differentiated their arr from char of men in the 1990s. 

Yer rhe emergence of such arc by women in the early 

1990s paralleled the flourishing of apartment arc at 

that moment, itself an artistic movement centered 

on the private sphere. In Beijing, apartment arr was 

created in the residences of several artist couples, 

including Zhu Jinshi and Qin Yu fen, Wang Gongxin 

and Lin Tianmiao, Song Dong and Yin X iuzhen. and 

J\i Weiwei and Lu Qing, among ochers. ")he women 

arrists among them have since become some of rhe 

most significant contemporary Chinese artists. In 

this period, as I argued in Chinese Maxima/ism, it 

was not only women's art that was process-oriented, 

concerned with labor, and displaying an intimacy 

with domestic materials-so, roo, was artwork by 

men. Perhaps the only gender distinction char can be 

usefully made is that male and female artists generally 

worked with different kinds of domestic materials. 

Even so, their arc style generally conformed co rhc 

overall movement of avanc-garde arr at the rime. 

"bemale consciousness overbpped with oir shared the 

contemporary consciousness of men with in the same 

context, and vice versa. 

What is rhe social critique in Chinese women's 

arrwork~ In other words, how can we see their works 

within the local context of Chinese modernity? "lhe 

current boom of the beauty industry in Chinese 

urban culture is a new economy thar secs women 

(women's bodies, fashion, as well as women celebrities' 

charming smiles) as subject matter for ciry people's 

visual consumption. Many women arrisrs imitate the 

visual strategics of this mass culture and mili1,c them 

as a new vocabulary in their own work. Chen Qiulin 

is an artist from Sichuan province who grew up in 

Wangzhou, a city subsequently buried by rhe rising 

water of the YangLi River due to the con~rruction of 
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Figure 0.19 

Chen Qiulin, " ....... " 2001. 

Figure 0.20 

Chen Qiulin, / Exist, I Consume, Bnd I Am Happy, 2003. 

rhe Three Gorges Dam. Many of her works-in rhe 

forms of performance, video, and photography

were done in the cown before it disappeared. ln one 

of her performances, " ...... , "Chen is seen applying 

her makeup in a ruined, airy factory space instead of 
in private living quarters, while striking a provocative 

and enchancing pose. In another performance, 
I l:.xist, I Consume, and I Am I lappy, eight men 

compete co pull rhc shopping care in which Chen 
sirs, applying makeup. '11,e winner, who received the 

cake placed in rhe distance, was allowed co prerend 

to be Chen's bridegroom. The performance is thus a 

meraphor nor only for consumers of female beauty, 

h11t also for women as slaves to men who represenr 

masculinity and consumer culture. Chen positions 
hersel~: however, in a more neutral way in order rn 

transcend pure gender issues and co target the current 

Introduction 

"city image projecr" (chmgshi xingxi11nggongchmg) in 
general. In order rn understand Chen's neutral stance, 

we have ro know rhe rerm fenzi, a rerm used by rhe 

people from rhe southwest region, such as Sichuan 

province, as well as in the northeast in Manchuria, 

to describe pretty women. Ir is a neutral or even 

complimentary word, accepted by both men and 
the women whom ir describes. Ar the core of what 

can be called fenzi culture is sexual harmony rather 

rhan gender conflict and splitting. Its foundation is 

rhe relationship berween rhe sexes in rhe folk culrure 
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of these Chinese regions, rather than the feminise 

critique used by conrcmporary inrcllecruals. In her 

works, Chen Qiulin, herself a fenzi. arrempts to 

use the metaphor of fenzi to commcnr on the idea 

of "woman as city," rather than focus on a more 

confrontational feminist approach. 

During the last decade, stereotypically female 

descriptors such as "beautiful," "lively," and "stunning" 

have come robe used ro describe urban ccmcrs in China. 

[n the same way that masculinity was an expression 

of the cultural temperament of the 1980s, femininiry 

has now come inro fashion. Both arc features of the 

larger culture, of movements in modern icy related co 
the resurgence of Chinese nationalism. Since chc end 

of the 1990s, however, a petit bourgeois lifestyle has 

become the cultural penchant of a new generation of 

urban young people. ·1 his generation has adopted as 

its srylc a strange fcmininiry. One of its key traits is a 

mixcure of romanticism and degeneration char makes 

it a jeJ1zi culrure. 1n my inrerprecacion, highlighting 

chis change is exacrly rhe conrexr as well as the conrenr 

of Chen's works. 

In China, as in ocher non-Western parts of the 

world, modernity in art always remains alternative 

and mu cable. I ndccd, there may 11cvcr have bcc11 a 

steady, shared universal modernity. We need ocher 

criteria for reading Chinese modernity and avanr

garde art. It may, in reality, have produced a new 

kind ohisual space chat merges aesthetic experiences, 

cognitive connections, and political inccrvcnrions 

distinct from chose familiar in the Euro-American 

world. Only by establishing these criteria can a 

genuinely non-Western. modern, and contemporary 

arr come ro being. Although comemporary arr has 

rapidly changed in rhe last three decades, modernity 

in art in China throughout the twentieth century 

seems ro remain steadily commirred ro chc principle 

of transcending time and reconstructing space. 

In chc following chapccrs, I will examine how 
Chinese artists engaged with this intrinsic, self

experienced ''total modernity," which follows its 

own historical logic in responding co inrernarional 

contemporary arc and inccllcccual inAuence since 

chc end of the Cultural Revolution, as well as 

booming globalizacion, insticutionalization, and 

a marker economy since rhe 1990s. A reading of 

Chinese modcrniry and rhc avanr-gardc requires an 
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undersranding of irs particular social and acsrheric 

context, on one hand, and che discovery of an invisible 

historical logic. on the ocher. ll1is is by 110 means to 

deny the profound inAuence of Western modern and 

postmodern arr. On the contrary, we consider rhe 

inAucnce ro come nor only from wirhour, bur also, 

and perhaps even more effectively, from within. Only 

with this "inner experience" can a better theoretical 

interpretation and historical narrative of Chinese 

conre111porary arr co111e into being. 

Rationale for the Organization of the Book 

In this book, I divide my discussion of modernity 

and the avam-garde, or the history of Chinese 

contemporary arr, into three primary chronological 

divisions through which rhe above key issues arc 

hisroricized and presented in context. In the first pare 

I discuss "the a\'ant-garde from the past," which refers 

to the Chinese avant-garde in the early twentieth 

century and in rhc post-Cultural Revolmion period. 

In the period from I 976- I 984, rhc post-Cul rural 

Revolution era or houweJ/ge, contemporary art 

consi~tcd mainly of works produced under the 

inAucncc of rwo academic trends. One was chc 

cxploracion of formal acscherics or "abscr:icc beaury"; 

the ocher was che tendency coward a critical realism 

represented by the "scar" and "rustic" painting 

movements which, however, soon lost their criticaliry 

by merging with more academic and commercial 

sryles. At rhe same time, self-raught young art groups 

such as the Scars and No Name voiced their avant

garde stances while engaging with both social critique 

and aesthetic modcrniry. 

"[he second pare of the book addresses the 

'85 Movement, regarded as the first avant-garde 

movement in Chinese contemporary arr. '(his 

movement, which began, Aourished, and ended in 

che brief window between 1985 and 1989, parallels 

the thought pattern of the May fourth Movement. 

for the first rime, Chinese artists sought a moderniry 

capable of rransccnding borh rradirional Chinese and 

modern \X!escern arc. 

·1 he third part, treating the post-'85 or post

·1·ian'anmen avant-garde, examines how Chinese artists 

responded to rhe new polirical, economic, and global 

changes. '[hrcc primary approaches arc explored: one 
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is che shore-lived avanc-garde, e.g., political pop and 

cynical realism; rhe seco11d is aparrmenr arr; a11d rhe 

third is represented by maximalism. 

Extending che chronological framework, che 

period from 2000 ro che presem is what f am calling 

the "museum age." ·1 his period is institutionally 

characrerized by the emerge11ce of official exhibirio11s 

of contemporary arc, including the Shanghai 

Biennial, Guangzhou Triennial, Beijing Biennial, 

and the Chinese pavilion ar rhe Venice Biennalc, as 

well as rhe esrablishmenr of local arr museums and 

organizations rhroughour rhe country. Museums 

have become the major arenas for Chinese 

comemporary an. Concepwally, owing co che 

museums' inrernarional vision and practice, arr in 

China has been thoroughly incernacionalized and 

diversified in cmns of borh irs forms and display. As 

a result, however, its avam-garde nature has ended. 

The idealise avant-garde of the '85 Movemenr 

faced a meramorphosis of itself in 1988, a year before 

the ''China/Avant-Carde" exhibition and the June 

Fourth Incident. 'Jhis metamorphosis included the 

dissolution of most ~clf-organiled avant-garde groups 

in the second half of 1987 under the pressure of the 

Anti-Bourgeois Liberalism Campaign and the arr 

marker's impact. A number of anises' groups gave up 

rheir arrisric careers and joined rhe business world ar 

this rime. Another symprom of chis metamorphosis 

was a silent shift in philosophical ideas. 

·1 here are several reasons for whar we mighr call 

the silent change in rendency occurring in 1988. 

hrsr, the r<'lllVl'n (humanist) groups seemed co tire of 

the enthusiastic embrace of humanism and began ro 

move to an ambiguous and cynical iconography, which 

iniriated the political pop movement. Meanwhile, 

rhe current of life movement also abandoned irs 

enthusiasm for existentialism, characterized by a 

subconscious metaphor of individual feeling and 

forming a conscious symbolic language of social life. 

Mao Xuhui's Patriarchy ( 1988) is an example of chis 

direction. 

Second, the g11111mian (idea) group also made 

a change co a deconsrruccive direcrion. The most 

sensational event was Xu Bing's A Book jl-om the Sky 

(sec figure 7.13), which was first displayed in the 

National Art /\1useum of China in 1988 in a two-man 

show along with Lu Sheng,:hong. Beginning in 1987, 

Introduction 

Xu quierly roiled ar rhe phenomenal cask of inventing 

over four thousand fake Chinese char~tccers; rhen he 

used che Song-period method of woodblock printing 

co print chc characters onto hand-bound books and 

long scrolls. In October 1988, he exhibited these 

objects at the Narional Art Museum in Beijing. At 

che time, Xu called chis work A Jvlirror to A111191ze the 

World-The Last Book ofthl' End of the Ce111u1y. The 

work had a major impact in Beijing and plunged borh 

the incellectual and rhe art circles of rhe capital inro a 

heated debate. One of rhc mosr surprising things about 

the reaction co A Boo!? from rhe Sky is rhat it was so 

extreme across artistic ideologies, with strong divisions 

of opinion wirhin borh rhc conservarive and rhe 

contemporary art camps. A conservarive critic harshly 

cririci1ed Xu's work, defining ir as a "book from rhc 

sky," which in the Chinese context means a text chat 

nobody can read. In face, this is rhe reason why Xu 

changed chc original name co A Book from the Sky. 

·1 he overall feeling, however, was char Xu Bing's 

work constituted a kind of cclecricism. Its calm, 

scholarly atn10sphere and traditional appearance had 

rhc effect of pouring a bucker of cold water on the 

avanr-garde camp's overblown, passionate expressions 

of human emotion and rheir aggressive search for 

new forms. Ir also posed a kind of conundrum for 

Chinese avant-garde anises, who were borh wrprised 

and confused by rhe work. ·1hc avanr-garde circle 

saw both dcconscrucrive and constructive intentions 

in Xu Bing's work. However, due co the rumulwous 

armosphere of rhe rimes che work did nor gain rhe 

serious consideration of the inner circle of the avant

garde until later. A 8ookfrom the Sky was exhibited 

again in 1989 ar the "China/Avant-Garde" exhibition 

ar the Narional Arr Museum in Beijing. lrs impacnvas 

overshadowed when rhe exhibition w;1s prematurely 

shur down due co an anise firing a gun as pare of a 

performance arc piece, effectively putting a damper 

on intellectual discussion. ·1;,.vo months later the 

mounting atmosphere of revolurion exploded into 

srudcnr dcmonsrrarions ar Tian'anmen Square, and 

che June fourch Incident soon followed. Xu Bing left 

for rhe Un ired Scares, bringing A Booh from the Sky 

with him. "!he Chinese contemporary arc world no 

longer had the opportunity co sec his work. 

However, before Xu Bing moved to the Scates, 

Cu Wenda traveled to North America in 1987 as a 
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visiting arcisc, and Huang Yongping moved co Paris 

for a Chinese avanr-garde exhibirion which rook 

place in France in 1989. 

In the early l 980s. Gu Wenda was the first 

Chinese artist to incorporate Western surrealism into 

Chinese ink painting. ·1 he result was a new movement 

of modern ink painting called universal current 

(y11zhouliu). ln an interview from 1987 he ambitiously 

claimed that he wanted "to transcend the East and 

\X/est" and find a new way in which he could define the 

general issues faced by all humanity. 18 However, Cu's 

period of rationalist painting soon came co an end, 

and he turned to creating provocative imrallations 

involved wirh his deconstrucrive calligraphy. 'I he 

previous harmonious combination of calligraphy and 

landscape disappeared and was replaced by violent 

red, black, and nonsense characrers in rhe sryle of a 

Cultural Revolution poster. During this period, when 

Gu sent a lerrer from his academy in Hangzhou ro 

my unit in Beijing, he even changed my gender by 

addressing me as Ms. Gao (grto mi11glu 11iishi) on the 

envelope, accompanied by a letter written in nonsense 

phrases made by randomly inserting sentence marks, 

parentheses, and commas throughout the words. 

In 1988, Zhang Peili and Geng Jianyi, rwo 

leading figures of rhe Pool Society, also shifted their 

arrention from rheir "gray humor" painrings ro 

several g11m111irm projects char mocked the rule and 

language of orthodoxy in a method of appropriation. 

\Vang Luyan and his follower Gu Dexin founded 

a group called the New Mark Group (Xin kedu) in 

1988, lacer changing rhe name ro Analysis Group 

(]iexi xi11ozu) after Chen Shaoping enrolled in it. ·1 he 

philosophy of this group was to liquidate subjectivity 

and self-expression, which they viewed as a kind of 

romantic senrimenr appreciated by rhe avanr-garde 

in the creation of arc. 

In rationalise painting, Meng Luding, who 

painted Ad11m r111cl Eve in I 985. also published an 
article called "Chunhua de guocheng" (ll1e process 

of having autonomy of language) proclaiming rhat 

contemporary arc needed ro make a deparcure from 

utopian enthusiasm and go back to painting itself, by 

focusing on rhe srudy of pure language.'') ·1 his article 

caused a heated debate among the artists and critics 

during chis period. '11 ·1 he most striking phenomenon 

is Wang Guangyi's claim of ab,1ndoning the enchu-
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siasm of humanism. Tn the 1988 "Modern Arc 

Conference," che second imporranr avanr-garde 

conference after che 1986 "Zhuhai '85 New Wave 

Large-Scale Slide Exhibition" (discussed in chapter 

4), Wang pointed our that the coming commercial 

society would change rhe avanc-garde's mentality. 

'lherefore, the next seep for contemporary arc would 

have to be co delete the '85 Movement's romanticism. 

Arc is nothing bur reproduction; the anise works for 

nothing but fame. In the same year, Wang painted 

Mrto /.edong No. I (see figure 4. 12), in which Mao's 

official porrraics were sec undernearh a grid. Ir can be 

seen as the first political pop work by this anise. 

Another phenomenon char indicated a non idealise 

(or one may say deconsrrucrive) orientation was the 

advent of new arc students from che Central Academy 

of Fine Arr who also made a departure from the 

idealism of the m1wen. Liu Xiaodong and Fang Li jun 

(see figure 8.11), two of the new artists, began cheir 

cynical realise paintings in 1988, revolving around 

images of relatives or classmates from their personal 

circles and surroundings. 'lhese paintings were 

exhibited in the ''China/ Avant-Garde" exhibition 

chat took place in February 1989. ·1hercfore, neither 

political pop nor cynical realism emerged in response 

co rhe June fourth lncidem of 1989; rather they 

were already in exisrence before rhen. ')his is due co a 

fixed inner logic of Chinese political, economic, and 

cul rural structures. ln 1987, economic reform surfaced 

ar a choke point caused by governmental corruption, 

on the one hand, and resistance from conservarives 

in the parry on the ocher. Cills for further political 

reform against corruption grew violent in tone among 

che Chinese commentaries and intelleccual traces 

that eventually initiated che June fourth democratic 

demonstration. It was this reality that drove the 

attenrion of che avanr-garde, inspiring chem ro make a 

deparwre from idealism and abstract meditation. 

111 is rn rn seems co make a lor of sense. In rhe 
long rerm of culrural modernity, however, Chinese 

arc paid a price again for delaying che Enlighcenmenc 

projecr of coral moderniry. 'lhey abandoned rhc 

project in order co serve the reality chat was soon 

followed by both political suppression and the rising 

Chinese presence in che global marker. ·1 he "China/ 

Avant-Garde" exhibition, which rook place only two 

months before rhe student demonsrrarion of April, 
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was merely a cardiac ronic drnr rried ro reinforce chc 

avant-gardist renwen enthusiasm, pumping the heart 

and driving rhe body of rhe movemenr. 1l1e idealism, 

actually, already felt hollow at the start of these 
reformist rimes. 'll1e lasr scre,1111 was echoed in rhe 

performances that rook place during the exhibition, 
;1 prnvoca1ive exrreme h111nched 0111 nf' 1he hollow 

void, most notably with the gunshot of Xiao Lu. 
11 is perhaps difficult rn know which elemenr 

to blame-the political change, the market 
envirnnmenr, or the arrisrs' respnnsihiliry-for rhe 

Enlightenment project's failing again. At least we can 
draw a picture of chis shifr. lhe dominanr trend of 

painting of the '85 Movement, namely the renwen, 
gave way LU Clti11ese pl>p. ·111is fur111 of pop i11 general 

refers to almost a11 the painting in fashion in the 

Introduction 

Figure 0.21 

Liu Xiaodong, Together, 1988. 

1990s, fovmed hy collecrnrs, pnp1ilar c11l1 me, ;rnd I he 

marker. Many of the members of the guttnnittn group, 
including le:1ding arrisrs such ;is I luang Yongping, 

Gu Wenda, Xu Bing. and Wu Shanzhuan, moved 

ro rhe We.st around 1989. On the other hand, the 

legacy of theguannian artists was transferred to a low

key avant-garde, sud1 as that uf' apan111e11t art and 

maximalism, which l will discuss in the last chapters. 
1l1issile111 rendencywirnessed ;11 rnnsi1 inn fro1111he 

ideal avant-garde of the m id-1980s to a deconstrucrivc 
pnsr-'85 ;1v;1111-g;Hde, caused by 1he 101;11 c11l111rnl logic 

of the years around 1988. ft is this avant-garde logic, 
rather than rhe lacer polirical event of June Fourrh per 

se, that initiated the posr-Tian'anmen avant-garde. In 
utlter words, the latler has LU 6e see11 as a co11ti11uity of 

the former, rather than a break with it. 
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Part One 

The Avant-Garde in the Past 
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